Honorary and Memorial gifts made to Second Harvest Food Bank Santa Cruz County

In Honor of

August 1, 2020 to October 31, 2020

Liz Hiltz from Susan Cony

Dave Roberts, who lost his house in the 2020 fire, from Arian Pregenzer

Carol Mackinlay from Helen Mackinlay

Dave Roberts, who lost his house, from Jane Uptegrove

Lillian Troll from Jeanne Muller

Those in need due to the fires from Quarantine Cooking Group

All my friends and family affected by the fire from Tammy Taylor

First responders from Glenn and Rachelle Millhauser

Immigrants from Sean Sabo
In Honor of (cont’d)

Sally Lnfinetti from David Davis
April Herms from Rhonda Johnson
Rebecca Bing from Alison Bing
My family from Anna Gehriger
Ruth Dawson from Peter Gartrell
Anna Rubin from Joshua Niland
Bernie Sanders from Lisa Lachlan
The marriage of Meghan and Chaney from Melanie Shorrock
Sisters of The Holy Names Diamond Jubilarians
   Dixie from Stephen Pearl
The 68th birthday of Joan Saia from Julianne Colligan
   Stan Hajduk from Janet Byers
The birthday of Liberty Niesen from Kelly Luckey
   Anna Rubin from Joshua Niland
Charistine Hawley from Ian Schragg
   Eve Davidson from Melissa Cline
Lutheran Community Church Watsonville from Erma Jo Hewett
   Ric Heinzen from Bryan Barnhart
Jeff and Karen Fishback from Matthew Weir
Maverick Essentials students from Kristina Cabrera
   Michael Risi from Krystle Anderson
In Honor of (cont’d)

Bruce Kissell from Robert and Gail Corbett
Amy Fette from Randy Fette
Steve and Christine Holmlund from Sarah Mussulman
The Barroca family from Terri and Tim Barroca
Christy Tall from Michelle Lesar
Gianna Altano from Daniel and Sydney Altano
Kristin Fabos-Livingston from Gregory Fabos
The good people of our community from Allan and Sun Lundell
Deliliah and Bean Saso from Rikki Bell
An K from Shalini Kumar
Rachel Hitchcock from Janice and Steve Hitchcock
The 18th birthday of our grandson, Kevin, from Carol Laflin
Phoenix Tucker’s 8th birthday from Robin Kunysz
Richard Daniel Henry from Helen Krummenacker
Audra and Nick Huerta from Cheryl Tsuyuki
The birthday of Robert Gidding from Ed Kuerzel
BLM from Erica Demasi
Ann Joy from Justine oy
Andrew Trowbridge from Shareen Bell
Our dedicated employees from Origin Jewelry
In Honor of (cont'd)

Melinda Kovats from Theodore, Justus, and Christopher Wildenradt

Tournament volunteers from Monterey Peninsula Foundation

Nancy, a food bank worker, from Violeta Barroso
In Memory of

November 1, 2019 to October 31, 2020

Lee Sunbury from Lisa Gerber
Nancy Cooper from Janes Cooper
Aaron Yellin from Nancy Yellen
Walter and Dorla J. Bender and Arthur and Lillian Holmlund from Steve and Christine Holmlund
Marianna Clark from Lorri Lockyer
Geraldine Cutshaw from John Lyons
Willie Venegas from Karen Venegas
Grace Finley and Jeanne Keeler from Jan McGirk
Stan Hajduk from Janet Byers
Jeri Vasquez from Marian Brown
Bob Murrin from Ann Murrin
Jay Gunter from Juanita Gunter
Julie McKay from Samantha Zenack
Tom Chaffin from Jennifer Norin
Linda Long from Thomas Long
Bob and Ann Elliott from Conal Elliott and Holly Croydon
My little buddy, Clayton Ogden from Rob Oatey
Richard K. Nelson from Dennis Takahashi-Kelso
In Memory of (cont’d)

Laurence Morotti from Barbara and Don Bargiacchi
Paul Edstrom from Lindy Edstrom
Nellie Yung-Weeks from William Weeks
Emily and Hank Battaia from Mickie Calkins
My father-in-law, Edward Nielsen, from Karen and Chuck Nielsen

R Lloyd Carrizosa from Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Michael Moffat from Carol Moffat
Lucy Persello from Rachel Moriconi
Melanie Benedetti from Paul Binding
Richard Jensen from Erika Solberg
Elena Baskin from Marianne Mejia
Kathleen Reedy from Patricia Sapone
Maggie Schneider from Barbara Mayer
Eula McNamara from Susan Singer
Whitney Grummon from Anita Leisen
Barbara Stroup from Ashley Carriveau
Muriel Hodgkinson from Zia Isola
David and Rosabella Kealoha from Lilinoe Manischalchi
Jeanette Lynn Coe from anonymous
My dad, Parbhu Patel from Ajita Patel
Ann Joy from Justine Joy
Lilli and Rene Champagne from Christina Champagne
In Memory of (cont’d)

Ray Lage from Kathryn Lage
Sherman and Marjorie Hauser from Nancy Buell and Jennifer King
Stephen Robert Mitchell from Mary Ann Save
David Rigler from Sara Rigler
MAH from John Kettles
Margaret and Norman Lezin from Jeremy Lezin
Marian Seamon from Fred Seamon
Roberto Estrada from Barbara Rogoff
Freda Stern from Jeffrey Stern
Pat Mracek from Laurie Tanenbaum
Phyllis Collister from Carol George
Margaret (Peg) Smith from her family Vilubi
Leslie Inzerillo from Frank and Grace Ann Verduzco
Bernice Welch from Steve Welch
Maria Juarez Lopez from Suzanna Lopez
Nancy Cooper from James Cooper
Larry Kittle from Scotty Brookie
Robert “Bobby” Salazar from Melissa Salazar
Barbara Flynn from Joy Flynn Wall
Allen Rice from Laura Hofmeister
Rita and Fernand Preston from Karen McCarty
My grandfather, Ernest Frank Baker who brought food when we didn’t have enough from Lindy Yilmaz

My father, Ralph R Shimizu from Van Shimizu

Ruth and James Sims from Betsy Allen and Janet Sims

Kathleen Amezcua from Wendy and Cyril Arsenault

Ann Joy from Justine Joy

Luz Maria Salazar from Rebecca Dutro

Harold Reichstein from Susan Reichstein

Roberto Estrada from Barbara Rogoff

Drs. Manuel and Elisa Breton from Matthew Nathanson and Elisa Breton

Harriet Korakas from Zeka Glucs

Edward Melchin from Barbara and Edward Melchin

My siblings, Lisa, George and Fred from Catherine Orgain

Ann Pettigrew from Mark Pettigrew

Ali Nabipour from Solmaz Nabipour

James Donahue from Ryan Donahue

Coco Menehan from Karen Menehan

Virginia Hale from Sharon Hale

Linda Posegate from Elise Anderson

Karen Rian from Madelyn McCaul and Mike Rotkin

Jerry Pierce from Kelly Olmsted

Linda Long from Tom Long
In Memory of (cont’d)

Virginia Poulos from Kathy and Rockne Arola
William Zachmeier from Tiffany Zachmeier
Ray Lage from Katie Lage
Tom and Jean Thomson from Garbiella Barr
Shyama Friedberg from Gerald Friedberg
William Heinrichson from Lori Golden

My parents Walt and Freda Nelson lived through the Great Depression and were sometimes hungry. This is in their memory from Patricia Nelson
Troy Wainscoat from Marie Wainscoat
Papa Joe Nigos, who worked so hard in the fields his whole life from Barbara Anderson
Madeline Barrington from Jan Wright
Our son, James SaiaHicks, from Joan Saia and Thomas Hicks
Grace Johnston from Philip Johnston and Barbara Lorimer
Kris Capurro from Frank and Susan Capurro
Lila Carlon from Randy and Margarita Carlon
Donald Kennedy from William Davis
Ryan Pollock from Pam Tuosto
Carol from Liza Hunter
Adrienne Bresnahan from James Bresnahan
Joe and Joyce Guevara from Louellen and James Bigot
In Memory of (cont’d)

Betty Marie Tripp from Lisa Tripp
Eric Pridemore from Debi Pridemore
Mike Tobin from Sheila Tobin
Harry Reichstein from Susan Reichstein
Harry and Pam from Tim and Patti Moran
Kate Lovell from Laura Ness
Betty and Bud Keuch from Nancy Keuch Rosa
Brother Leland from Sabra and Dan Cossentine
Buki Takahashi from Greg Takahashi
Paul and Lucille Montes from Barbara Olsen
Bryan Hirano from Marilyn Terry
Dilloughery from Craig and Cynthia Russo
June Fillmore from Claudia Dickens
Kathy and Gerry Davis from Virginia Davis
Gregg Goodman from Lori Long
William Peck from Dorothy Peck
Helen Lundbeck from Dan and Michelle Smart
Jack Siler from Gwendolyn Siler
Evelyn Silva from Jim Silva
Dr H Walter Pepper from Sherri Pepper
Joan Guttman from Gary and Beth Dunn
Robert Curtiss from Philip Curtiss
Marilyn Dreampeace from Roberta Surprenant
In Memory of (cont’d)

Roger and Ralph Lepoutre Postlewaite from Tom Postlewaite
William Robinson from Charles and Janet Melton
Betty Bullard from Claire Herbert
Bob Henry from Robin Butterworth
Our parents from Robert Grimes
Herman and Marion Eggers from Karen and Linden Coffee
Eupersha Davis-Green from Dallas and Marylane Sells
Chris and Greg Deakers from Martha Deakers
Chuck from Elizabeth Stiefelmaier
Donald and Rosemary Newman from Kathleen Vinson
Bill Keeley from Kathie Keeley
Margaret and Alison Hammond from Marion and Loren Mathis
Louise Lawson from Erica and Alex Hays
Orion Cardoza from Barbara Cardoza
My Dad, Bob Hulsey, from Colette Schaefer
Ralph, Clara, Denise and Kathleen Guzman from Robin Guzman
Sonja Detert from Kelly Cuffe
Elis Marsalis, Wallace Rooney, Lee Konitz, Jimmie Merritt, Henry Grimes, and all the other beautiful artists this monster has taken from us from Thomas Langan
Don and Kate Braga from Jill and Danny Braga
In Memory of (cont’d)

Ruthie Brooks from Diana and Billy Rogers
Louise Petrocchi from Linda Damico
Jack Baskin from Marianne and Fred Mejia
Patrick Teutschel from Dolores Teutschel
John Fisher from Laura Grinder
My loving family from Jessica Costa
Derek Elkins from Krista Henneman
R.C.P. Cared from Rosalia Penndley
Howard Sosbee from Susan Mast
Steve Lynch from Stephanie Lynch
Bob and Fran Swenson from Margaret Kaysen
Rosnah Anuar from Serena Sage
Teresa Antuna from Anita Segura
Helen Chestnut from Jack Chestnut
Our dad, Frank Sutherland, from Dan and Becki Carmichael
Margaret Rovick from Bridget Dumas
Ken and Margie Winton from Pat Winton
Barbara Cairns from Michael McGee
David Boggini from Sally Boggini
Sandy Zangara from Maureen Burnham
Gladys Ferrell from Marvin and V. Dena Langsam
Cynthia Schultz from Connie Croker
In Memory of (cont’d)

Jean Lecocq from Annemarie Lecocq
Sherry Conable from Charlie Conable
Ann Joy from Justine Joy
My parents and brother, David B and Lorraine Kirby
Harris and Jeffrey Michael Harris, from Kirby Harris
Dorothy and John Stefanki from Cathy Stefanki and Don Iglesias
Aaron Yellin from Marc and Nancy Yellin
Luz Maria Salazar from Rebecca Dutro
Richard Pounder from William and Kenneth Payne
Lisa Leask from Gary Silverstein
Richard Timan from Peter Howley
Liz Thayer from Leslie Heyboer
Charlotte & Phillip “A” Holmes from Susan Holmes
Rick from anonymous
Ben Werle from Kathleen Werle
Amy Pine from Sven Brown
William “Bill” Gielow from Mark Sachau
Coco Lazenby on her 17th birthday from Holly and Tyler Hebard
Anna Cosio from Cindy Cosio
Gianna Altano from Daniel and Sydney Altano
Regina Schwertley from Brigid Fuller and Jeffrey Schwertley
In Memory of (cont’d)

William Zachmeier from Tiffany Zachmeier
Ethel Leona Schraad from Kay McDonald
Gabriel Suarez from Vic and Gloria Suarez
Brett Jaspers from Kim Jaspers
J R Butterfield from Lynn Sanders
Eugene Pedemonte from Tim Pedemonte
My father, Rafe Ezekiel, from Margalete Ezekiel
Harold Aguilar from Pamela Anderson
Ida Tarantino from Mark Tarantino
Imogen Bowers from John Bowers
Carole Herbert from James Kimball
Taru Singh Birak from Robin and Amrik Nijor
Issa I from Melissa Kane
Elizabeth Soltis from Jeanne Stewart
Rex Traber from Susana Traber
Paul Hayes Dowd from Paula Dowd
Rebecca Rivera from Salvador Rosales
Betty Martin from Madeline Lott
Linda Long from Thomas Long
Jean W Day from Ellen Day
Margaretta Robbins from Mary Kesketh
Noah from Marie Duytschaever
Jack Baskin from Marianne and Fred Mejia
In Memory of (cont’d)

Manjula Tanchal from Kiran Sureshbhai
Margaret Rilla from Len Finocchio
Bill Brokaw from Rebecca Brokaw
Larry Molseed from Marilyn Marzell
Alonzo Monk from Sally Hicks
Jack My Love from Robert Devincenzi
Sandi Kuerzel from Michael and Raine Belanger
Jack Reiff from Debra Reiff
Florence Brown from Mari Tustin
Rosemary Redick from George Saunders
Gabrielle Syben from Joanne Syben
Gina M Prado Segura from David and Esperanza Segura
Osa, my dog (May She Rest In Peace) and Erika Biagini from Karen Biagini
Don Pedro Garcia from Gary Whizin
Margot Padilla from Lawrence Cronin
Louis Sapiro from Shirley and Allen Ginzburg
Ethel Leona Schraad from Phyllis McDonald
Ida Tarantino from Mark Tarantino
Bret from Sally Shepherd
Louise Lawson from Erica and Alex Hays
Sally R from Deborah and Joseph Reed
Nancy Cooper from James Cooper
Claire Brooks from Cindy Brooks
In Memory of (cont’d)

Elizabeth and Harold Books from Gwynneth Heil
Joan Mulvaney Walsh from Steven Wade
Phillip Fraser from Steve Scheiblauer
Adam Maleski from Stanley Maleski
Olivette Griffin from James Griffin
Jan Myall
Daniel Seltz from Lorraine Colman
My mother from Lori Day
Swee Tong Low from Wan Looi
Albert E Souza from Madeline and Dale Marentette
David Preston from Annelies Lindemans and Margie Mene
Valerie from Deborah Kertai
Antônio José Almeida David from Andreia Gardner
Shelia Janecki from Joni and Andrew Janecki
Valentine from Flo Labrunie
Daniel Toohey from Susan and James Toohey
Daraj Maxfield from Edy Rhodes
Catherine Diane Curphey from Lorraine and Jim Jacquard
Patricia Klein from Carolyn Lewis and Beverly Turner
Fr. John Karastamatis from St Katherine Philoptochos
Edith Peronto from Mariyln McCusker
In Memory of (cont’d)

Benjamim Beltramo from Linda and Mario Beltramo
Carol Ann Johnson from Laura MacLeod
Raphael Ezekiel from Margalete Ezekiel
Phyllis and Larry Collister from Carol George
Merrick Dowson from Louise Chiatovich
Margaret Rilla from Len Finocchio
Pamela Carrier from Casey Huff, Kenton King, Nathan Giesselman
Nicholas Dybdahl from Adele and Thomas Kimple and Rosanna and Chris Dybdahl
Ginesta Candiloro from Bree Candiloro
David and Dominique Broginsky from Marc Shargel and Christine Greenwood
Inga Hoffman from Mary Wells
Sargent Gutzwiller from Ann Horton
Mike Reed from Deborah and Joseph Reed
Maria Santana from Marilyn McBrien
Madelyn Keller from Eliot Kalman
Bruce Kissell from Jeffrey and Diane Pezick, Owen Brown
Jean-Claude Dufour from Ronald and Michelle Ablin
Ann Joy from Justine Joy
Patricia Klein from Patricia Morse, Pamela Greeninger
Larry Morris from Shelley Keneipp
Nancy Krantz from Caitlyn, Josh, and Wyatt Williams
In Memory of (cont’d)

Patrick Snavely from Kevin Breen
Ben Kunst from the Pfotenhauer Wilshusen family
Alan S Hendin, MD from Vicki Hendin
Christie Nichols from Ed Jameyson
Lawrence Boyd Lindemer from Richard Powers
My parents, Herb and Regina Lerner, from Clair Lerner
Monnie and Hurley Daughtrey from Diana Daughtrey
Phil Fraser from Stephen Scheiblauer
Ruth Hightower from Christy Hightower
My dear husband, Tarlok S Kanwar from Ranjit Kanwar
Katy Lovell from Laura Ness
Michael Finn from Cynthia Larive
My mother, Linda Italia from Julie Tobin
Pamela Dianne Carrier from Thomas Rowe
Jess and Marian Allen from Abigail Allen
Susan Roper from Elizabeth Roper
Lisa DeQuattro from Susan DeQuattro
Dr. Tse-Chiang Chang from Victoria Chang
Frank Mihm from Eileen Mihm
Nadia Maslocka from Helen Maslocka
Our Dads, Robert Taylor and Richard Pratt, from Marily Taylor
Gary Rovai from Ashley Rossi
Edith Walter from Carolyn Lewis
In Memory of (cont’d)

Linda Dungan from Dave and Sylvia Dungan  
Betty Martin from Madeline Lott  
William Brokaw from Rebecca Brokaw  
Geoffrey Gilbert from Alicon Gilbert  
Phil Hellyer from Patricia Rodrigues  
Margaret Frantz from Annie Valva  
Charles and Maxine Silberstein from Gary Silberstein  
Barbara Christy from Noriko Aso and Alan Christy  
Harry Reichstein from Susan Reichstein  
Betty Rose and Orrie Paller from Francie and Peter Newfield  
Christie Nichols from Ed Jameyson  
Charlotte Holmes from Susan Holmes  
All the lives lost and those affected by the virus from Svea and Richard Scholten  
Maggie Schneider from Barbara Mayer and Davis Schneider  
Ivette Silberman from Mark Zalona  
Nancy Cooper from James Cooper  
Bertha Moberly from Adrienne Moberly Vilaubi  
Frances Michaelson from Linda and Bruce Nicholson, Satish Chandra, Earleen Overend and Wayne Palmer  
June Chamberlin from Joanne and Michael Chamberlin  
Mamie Russo from Frank and Grace Ann Verduzco  
Bryan O’Marah from Claudia Silva-Doo
In Memory of (cont’d)

Jesus Gonzalez from Jasmine Castelan, Angelique Castelan, Priscilla Gonzalez
Shirley Coben from Bonnie Coben
Margaret Rilla from Len Finocchio
Sandi Kuerzel from Raine and Michael Belanger
Bev from Michael Alexander
Marianne (Mother) Holshue from Michele Filia
Allison Endert from Gregory Whitley
Juan Corona from Jane Keeffe
Maria Stears from Maria-Pia Molina McNeill
Edgar and Rebecca Delgado from Christine Parnianfar
Taylor Veitch from James Veitch
Heather MacCurdy from Karen Holton
Raphael Ezekiel from Margalete Ezekiel
Estela Sanchez from Sophia Sanchez
Fernando S. and Eve N. Brito from Fernando Brito
Sharon Lau from David Friedman
Traudel Early from Robert Early
James W. Hober from Margo Hober
Joseph Engelman from James Engelmand and Claire Witherspoon
Maria Juarez Lopez from Suzanna Lopez
Kenneth Kordic, from Ann Ollinger, Craig and Joan Kramer, Maria Torres, Kay Kordik
In Memory of (cont'd)

Frances Michaelson from Nicholas LeVine, Lorraine Ross, and Alan and Judith Levin
Paul H. and Peggy A. Hayashi from Kenneth Hayashi
Sean Arlt from Jeff Arlt and Stacey Smith
  Bess Peterson from Barry Taylor
  Mickie Magnusson from Yong Bai
  Patricia Ross from Michael Ross
  Nathan Foley-Mendelssohn from Roy Mendelssohn
  Edna Scott from Lisa Scott-Ponce
  All who have died from Covid-19 from Louise Yarnall
  Frank Vallez Sr. from Angela Barone